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Markus Rose is the editor of
Rosecast Market Timing, an
internet market timing newslet-
ter that can be found at the

website Rosecast.com. Rosecast.com was
first published in May of 2002 and has
started out as a weekly service. Today
Rosecast.com  publishes both a weekly and
a daily commentary and offers specific soft-
ware for traders like the Bradley
Siderograph software. The daily commen-
tary is a specific forecast of S&P futures
activity that includes exact price levels and
intraday turning times that are forecasted
exact to the minute. The daily forecast is
the flagship product of Rosecast.com and
is used by traders from around the world.
It has a large following among Chicago pit
traders and has been growing by word of
mouth from trader to trader.

The daily Rosecast is routinely mak-
ing timely forecasts of either time or price
levels or both. All of the forecasts from
Rosecast.com are based on financial astrol-
ogy. Markus Rose has been a student of fi-
nancial astrology since the year 1994, the
same year he graduated from Economics
University in Vienna, Austria. Markus ex-
plains: “In school you learn a lot of con-
cepts of how the financial markets are sup-
posed to work. But you do not know
whether what you learn really works. Es-
pecially the movement of markets seems
quite illogical when compared to traditional
theories about finance. Are the markets re-
ally a random walk?” Markus goes on:
“Rosecast.com has often forecasted the low
or the high of a day within a few minutes in
time. If markets movements were not re-
flected by astronomical data, it would not
be possible for us to forecast this. Also in
75% of the time I can find a reason in hind-
sight, even if forecasts were not exactly
accurate.” However in the beginning that
75% ratio was just 10%. Markus explains:
“I learn financial astrology by examining
intraday market data. Every day is a learn-
ing opportunity. I have made forecasts for
more than 1000 trading days. And that is
why I have already learned a lot and every-
day I continue to learn. And that is what
makes my work really interesting.”

Markus has designed specific soft-
ware to calculate astronomical data for
intraday forecasts. He says: “One of the
biggest misconceptions about financial as-
trology is that all astronomical data that
might influence the markets has already
been calculated.”

Therefore at Rosecast.com a big part of
subscription income is spent on develop-
ment of proprietary software to calculate
astronomical data. Markus explains: “I
constantly have new ideas of how the plan-
ets influence the financial markets. And
then I call my programmer and tell him. I
am just lucky that I find him to be the best
person in the industry and that he can pro-
gram things as quickly as I can conceive
them.”

Markus got really hooked on finan-
cial astrology in 1996. At that time he was
visiting the USA and picked up a book in
a bookstore called “Astrology really
works”, written by the Magi Society. This
book contained a chapter called “Astrol-
ogy works on Stocks and Bonds!  From
all the many books I have studied, this is
still the best chapter that has ever been
written about financial astrology and it ex-
plains the reasons that cause stock mar-
kets to make highs and lows.” Markus says
enthusiastically and continues “Of course
in order to make these reasons workable,
you have to read a bit between the lines.
A secret astrological society will not
present you all secrets about astrology on
a silver plate.”

Markus says: “What is so fascinat-
ing about astrology is that the planetary
positions are freely available to every-
body, yet they can contain such valuable
information about the future of the mar-
kets. But nobody has a monopoly on the
truth in financial astrology and in astrol-
ogy for that matter.” Therefore he is
strictly against limiting the craft of astrol-
ogy to a formal education as some astrolo-
gers propose it. Markus continues: “As-
trology needs to be free in order to pros-
per. A formal education will always restrict
new discoveries about financial astrol-
ogy.”

A good example of such a discov-
ery that challenges existing methods of as-
trology is his discovery of the “Rosecast
Trispect”. The Trispect is mathematical
formation between three planets. In a
Trispect one planet is making an exact
angle to the midpoint of two other planets
and the speeds of the planets forming the
midpoint are either quicker or slower than
those of the single planet.  Markus con-
tinues: “Trispects have been known as
midpoints in many schools of astrology.
But a midpoint is not a good name for
something that is much more powerful
than a traditional aspect between two plan-
ets.” Therefore he invented the term

“Trispect” and has developed a workable
theory about the Trispect that is the basis of
his forecasting work. One part of the Trispect
theory says that Aspects alone produce only
random results and cannot work since they
miss the third planet to transfer the energy
between any two planets.

Therefore Trispect theory stands in con-
tradiction to the teachings of many astrology
schools who claim that Aspects and Sign po-
sitions are the most important factors in as-
trology.

The current financial crisis is also re-
flected by a Trispect and that is the upcoming
T-square between the planets Saturn, Uranus
and Pluto. This formation has already oc-
curred in the year 1931 when America has
experienced the last financial crisis and will
become exact again in the summer of 2010.

Markus says: “This does not mean that
things will exactly repeat as during the Great
Depression as there are many other Trispects
to consider as well, but it is a warning.

Markus is a big fan of fully automated
astrology software that excludes human judg-
ment from astrological analysis. He has de-
veloped a modification of the well-known
Bradley formula - the Rosecast-Bradley - that
is available together with the original Brad-
ley in software available for download from
his website.

In addition he has recently developed
the first fully automated 100% - astrology-
based indicator for intraday-trading of stock-
indices. This indicator is based on a propri-
etary formula that builds on the concept of
planetary vibration and lends itself for imple-
mentation into real-time charting software.
Traders can then search the day for times when
the market is likely to turn, rise and fall, and
all this before trading has started - as plan-
etary positions can be calculated in advance
– the biggest advantage of any astrological
analysis.

Rosecast.com has been tracked by
Timer Digest since August of 2003. Markus
Rose was the Timer Digest number 2  stock
market timer for the year 2004 and the num-
ber 2 Gold Timer in 2007. Rosecast.com has
recently been ranked number 9 for the most
recent 52 weeks.

Daily Rosecast: 1 year: $1599,
Weekly Rosecast: 1 year: $459,
Rosecast Bradley: $159
Phone: 312-233-2723 (USA)
WEB: www.rosecast.com
E-mail: info@rosecast.com
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